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Abstract

Synthetic biology is one of the most exciting strategies for the
investigation of living organisms and lies at the intersection of biology and
engineering. Originally developed in prokaryotes, the idea of deciphering
biological phenomena through building artificial genetic circuits and studying
their behaviors has rapidly demonstrated its potential in a broad range of
fields in the life sciences. From the assembly of synthetic genomes to the
generation of novel biological functions, yeast cells have imposed themselves
as the most powerful eukaryotic model for this approach. However, we are
only beginning to explore the possibilities of synthetic biology, and the
perspectives it offers in a genetically amenable system such as yeast are
endless.

Graphical abstract
(please use fig 1)
Synthetic biology has made a remarkable entry into the life sciences, playing
an important role in our understanding of biological processes. From
engineering novel genomes to transforming cells into chemical factories,
yeasts represent ideal chassis for the application and future development of
this bottom-up strategy in eukaryotes.

Introduction

Complex genetic engineering in eukaryotic cells constitutes a cornerstone in
the investigation of the functioning of living organisms. Pioneered by the introduction
of simple, genetically amenable model systems, targeted genome alterations are
integral to fundamental, translational and industrial biological research. In the past
few years, the notion of synthetic biology has rapidly emerged to become a field of
its own (Elowitz and Lim 2010), impacting virtually all domains in the life sciences.
Referred to as a bottom-up approach, it focuses on the engineering of artificial
molecular elements (Bashor et al. 2010; Nandagopal and Elowitz 2011). Thus,
instead of classical top-down methods that involve perturbing existing processes in
order to reveal how they are regulated, this strategy relies on building novel genetic
networks and biological pathways to study their properties in vitro or in vivo. As will
be described later, this encompasses systems that fulfill specific cellular functions as
well as “functionless” circuits. However, what strictly defines synthetic biology
remains a central point of discussion, and the boundary between standard genome
editing and the study of synthetic networks is particularly difficult to establish.
Nevertheless, beyond these semantic considerations, the logic of engineering
artificial biological systems has undisputed value for both learning about natural
functions as well as developing useful applications.

Despite the recent revolution in the editing of complex eukaryotic genomes
(Mali, Esvelt and Church 2013; Doudna and Charpentier 2014; Sternberg and
Doudna 2015), simple model systems remain the most appropriate chassis for
synthetic studies. Initially focused on prokaryotic cells, the field of synthetic biology
has logically expanded to the use of yeasts as central eukaryotic model organisms.
Indeed, the robustness, growth characteristics, small genome size, ease of genetic
manipulation and broad range of resources available for the most commonly used
yeast species are particularly advantageous for advanced biological engineering.
Furthermore, mathematical modeling and in silico analyses, which have proven to be
a key aspect of a variety of synthetic biology projects (Wiechert 2002; Blazeck and
Alper 2010; Osterlund, Nookaew and Nielsen 2012; Copeland et al. 2012), greatly
benefit from the relative simplicity of the molecular mechanisms underlying cellular
functions in yeast. Last but not least, the manipulation of yeast strains naturally

raises fewer ethical issues than for higher eukaryotes.

Although in vitro approaches are playing important roles in the recent advances
in synthetic biology, I will focus on in vivo studies in this review, considering both
engineering at the molecular level as well as the exogenous control of cellular
mechanisms. This does not constitute by any means an exhaustive overview of the
exponentially growing use of synthetic biology in yeast, but rather aims at
highlighting the different types of applications of this bottom-up strategy and
discussing why they represent a step forward in fundamental and applied research.

Genome engineering

The conception of artificial genomes is the most prevalent application of
synthetic biology in genetic model systems and was initially applied to viruses and
bacterial species (Cello, Paul and Wimmer 2002; Pósfai et al. 2006; Gibson et al.
2010; Hutchison et al. 2016). In eukaryotes, engineering simplified genomes
represents the ultimate approach for determining the minimal set of regulatory
circuits and functions that are necessary and sufficient for sustaining cellular life. In
particular, this provides an unprecedented platform for assessing intricate
combinations of genes and associating them with complex phenotypes and
behaviors. However, while this is one of the most anticipated outputs of such
projects, artificial chromosomes are also likely to bring new insights to our
understanding of genome structure. For the first time, fundamental questions such
as the relevance of the specific ordering of genes and regulatory sequences along
the chromosomes at the genome-wide scale will become accessible. We can also
envisage addressing how and why genes are distributed among the various
chromosomes of a species and the implications of having a particular chromosome
count. Indeed, one could imagine producing strains with differing numbers of
chromosomes but harboring the same initial set of information-carrying sequences.
Finally, through the use of specific targeting tools, synthetic genomes will also
constitute a unique way of investigating the relationship between the structure of the
genome and its functional organization in the nuclear space.

To date, the Saccharomyces cerevisiae Yeast Sc2.0 project remains the only
comprehensive attempt to generate a synthetic eukaryotic genome (Dymond et al.
2011; Muller et al. 2012; Annaluru et al. 2014), and the assembly of the first
complete artificial yeast chromosome synIII, related to chromosome III of S.
cerevisiae, was reported in 2014 (Annaluru et al. 2014). By design, synIII is a
simplification of its parental chromosome in which a number of non-essential
features have been deleted (e.g. transposons, introns, sub-telomeric repeats), while
novel elements for further genome editing were introduced (LoxPSym sites, notably
delineating non-essential genes). Beyond the proof-of-concept of the possibilities
offered by modern synthesis techniques, this endeavor is poised to redefine the way
we investigate the structure and function of eukaryotic genomes. From a different
perspective, the built-in SCRaMbLE (Synthetic Chromosome Rearrangement and
Modification by LoxP-mediated Evolution) system of Yeast Sc2.0 is an extremely
powerful method to study the remodeling and evolvability of the genetic material as
well as the costs/benefits of alternative genomes that may be compatible with growth
(Dymond et al. 2011; Dymond and Boeke 2012; Shen et al. 2015). In addition, the
assembly of artificial chromosomes in yeasts other than S. cerevisiae may have a
significant impact on the investigation of particular processes. For instance, the study
of RNA-mediated regulation, which has not been a critical aspect of the design
strategy of Yeast Sc2.0, may benefit from the use of the fission yeast
Schizosaccharomyces pombe, which is a widely-used model for this research area
(Goto and Nakayama 2012; Holoch and Moazed 2015). Finally, in the context of
metabolic engineering and cellular function hijacking, which will be discussed later,
the idea of creating individual yeast genomes tailored to each specific project and
need is unprecedented. Importantly, these are only few examples of the complete
spectrum of groundbreaking possibilities that synthetic genomes will offer, and we
are just beginning to uncover all of their potential.

Designing novel genomes adapted to each question using the most appropriate
testbed is the goal of whole genome engineering, but this nascent strategy remains a
technical challenge: it took nearly five years to assemble synIII (Annaluru et al.
2014). Nevertheless, much can still be learned from smaller-scale synthetic
approaches at the genome level in yeast. For instance, the generation of relatively
healthy fission yeast strains with circular chromosomes allows the investigation of
the functional and evolutionary relevance of operating with the endogenous linear
chromosomes (Naito, Matsuura and Ishikawa 1998; Nakamura, Cooper and Cech
1998). Whether such studies belong to the field of synthetic biology to the same
extent as artificial genome synthesis is a matter of appreciation. However, they apply
the same logic of learning from the study of profound structural modifications of the
genetic material. Therefore, crucial knowledge can already be acquired from focused
genome manipulation before whole-genome synthesis becomes a routine technique.

Hijacking molecular pathways

A second highly-developed usage of synthetic biology is in the hijacking of
cellular pathways and genetic networks for alternative artificial outputs. In particular,
such approaches have been at the center of the field of metabolic engineering for the
production of specific molecules of interest. Metabolic engineering was mostly
initiated in prokaryotic models such as E. coli, converting micro-organisms into
chemical factories to produce components as diverse as biofuels, biodegradable
polymers or therapeutic molecules (Chen et al. 2013). Among eukaryotes, yeasts,
and in particular S. cerevisiae, have rapidly become important vectors for in vivo
chemical synthesis due to their ease of genetic manipulation, capacity to express
and assemble complex enzymatic factories and robustness in challenging
fermentation conditions (Ostergaard, Olsson and Nielsen 2000; Nevoigt 2008;
Krivoruchko, Siewers and Nielsen 2011; Hong and Nielsen 2012). Among the most
well-known products of metabolic engineering in yeast are the anti-malarial drug
artemisinin (Paddon and Keasling 2014) and various alcoholic compounds that can
serve as substitutes for fossil energies (e.g. ethanol, isobutanol) (Nielsen et al. 2013;
Buijs, Siewers and Nielsen 2013).

Metabolic engineering in yeast cells relies on the combination of three
approaches, the importance of which varies depending on the target compound: 1)
derivation

of

an

endogenous biosynthetic

cascade,

2)

implementation

of

heterologous modules, and 3) tuning of the synthetic system for yield improvement.
An early demonstration of the success of this methodology in assembling novel
biosynthetic routes in yeast was demonstrated by the generation of a budding yeast
strain capable of autonomously producing hydrocortisone, a major steroid used in
the synthesis of a range of therapeutic drugs (Szczebara et al. 2003). This involved
the rerouting of the ergosterol pathway, the integration of no less than eight
mammalian and one plant genes in the system, and offered an alternative to the
traditional, complex and expensive process of hydrocortisone synthesis. In addition,
computational tools and mathematical modeling have played key roles in guiding the
design and optimization of cellular factories in order to increase synthesis efficiency
(Wiechert 2002; Blazeck and Alper 2010; Osterlund, Nookaew and Nielsen 2012;
Copeland et al. 2012). In the case of artemisinin, the endogenous S. cerevisiae
mevalonate pathway was rewired at the farnesyl pyrophosphate (FPP) stage:
specific alterations in the expression of key factors of this cascade resulted in
increased FPP production while reducing its use for sterol synthesis (Ro et al. 2006).
FPP was then converted to amorphadiene and subsequently to artemisinic acid, the
precursor of artemisinin, by introduction of the amorphadiene synthase gene and
cytochrome P450 (together with its redox partner) from A. annua (Ro et al. 2006).
This network allowed for the first efficient production of artemisinic acid from yeast
cells. Variations on the backbone of this system, from tuning gene expression levels
to performing codon optimization of the heterologous modules, improved the yield of
this synthetic cascade, a critical parameter for the efficient and cost-effective
production of therapeutic compounds (Paddon et al. 2013). The synthesis of biofuel
candidates has followed the same rationale, initially focusing on reducing glycerol
synthesis in favor of ethanol production. This required changes to the associated
endogenous biosynthetic pathways at both the molecular and spatial levels as well
as integration of heterologous modules (Buijs, Siewers and Nielsen 2013;
Rabinovitch-Deere et al. 2013; Kricka, Fitzpatrick and Bond 2014). Finally, a recent
extreme example is the assembly and optimization of a complete opioids synthesis
pathway, involving the expression of more than twenty different enzyme activities
from various organisms in a S. cerevisiae host (Galanie et al. 2015). This represents

a first step towards a reduced dependency on farming for the production of these
therapeutic molecules.

Beyond these very successful applications, hijacking endogenous functions
through synthetic manipulation for the production of a growing range of molecules
has become an intensive field of research and development in the biotechnology and
pharmaceutical industries (Hong and Nielsen 2012; Borodina and Nielsen 2014).
The concomitant efforts of the synthetic biology community to systematically develop
new generic biological modules, from core components for circuit building (e.g.
promoters, translational units) to composite networks with specific functions (e.g.
genetic logic gates), are critical for the expansion of this domain. While S. cerevisiae
remains the most widely used yeast in metabolic engineering, there has been an
increasing interest in other yeast species with metabolic or growth properties that
may be more appropriate for the production of specific compounds (Gellissen et al.
2005; Fitzpatrick et al. 2014). In this respect, the applications of yeast engineering
inevitably intersect with fundamental research for the understanding of natural
biological systems. Revealing differences in the tolerance of various yeast models to
modulation of their metabolic pathways may provide new insights into the conditions
in which they may have evolved.

Recapitulating cellular functions

Synthetic biology is also beginning to have an impact on fundamental research
through the recapitulation of natural cellular functions. This is achieved by
constructing simple artificial regulatory circuits that significantly differ from those
normally operating in wild type cells while still regulating the same processes.
Obviously, the engineering of such networks does not benefit from the same degree
of freedom as that of in vitro strategies. Indeed, as the goal is to replace endogenous
control systems by their minimal counterparts in living cells, the synthetic circuits
must still possess some of the natural activities. This is particularly true for essential
functions: for instance, if the activation of a signaling cascade results in the
expression of an essential gene, the output of the engineered system is likely to
require the eventual induction of the same gene. The host of genetic tools available

in yeast is particularly adapted in this context as it is possible to construct inducible
switches between endogenous and artificial pathways, an important feature when
the functionality of a synthetic circuit cannot be predicted. So what do we learn from
simply recreating normal functions with alternative networks? The potential of
bottom-up strategies for understanding the foundations of cellular processes is
immense, and once again, yeast cells have been at the forefront of these
investigations in eukaryotes.

First, this represents a unique approach to go beyond the complexity of natural
circuits and reveal the core principles underlying biological phenomena. Replacing a
regulatory pathway by a simple artificial system for which we have a clear
understanding of the inputs and outputs is powerful: it can identify the events that are
necessary and sufficient for the associated function as well as the principles of its
regulation. This has proven to be applicable for some of the most basic processes in
eukaryotic cells, such as cell proliferation. In fission yeast, cell cycle progression is
regulated by a complex and conserved network involving cyclin-dependent kinases
(CDK) and various regulatory subunits of the cyclin family (Morgan 1997; 2007).
Interestingly, the construction of a simple synthetic module consisting of a fusion of a
single cyclin (cyclin B/Cdc13) with the fission yeast cell cycle CDK Cdc2 challenged
the established model of cell cycle regulation (Fisher and Nurse 1996; Morgan 1997;
2007; Coudreuse and Nurse 2010). By design, this synthetic system bypasses a
number of features believed to be critical for the cell cycle network, including the
specific synthesis and degradation programs of the different factors, the requirement
for distinct cyclin/CDK combinations, and the attainment of critical cyclin/CDK
concentration ratios. Strikingly, cells operating solely with this minimal circuit showed
normal cell cycle progression. This study led to the emergence of a modular model
for the control of cell proliferation, in which the different phases of the cell cycle are
not inherently organized in a directional cycle: cells simply respond to the CDK
activity level to which they are exposed, regardless of their cycle stage (Coudreuse
and Nurse 2010). The coupling of mathematical modeling of this simplified network
with experimental approaches testing model predictions also allowed for a better
understanding of the phenomenon of mitotic catastrophe, a lethal situation in which
mitosis occurs prior to the completion of genome duplication (Gérard et al. 2015).

Another example that exploits synthetic biology and modeling is the study of
singularity in symmetry breaking in the budding yeast (Howell et al. 2009).
Polarization in S. cerevisiae was proposed to rely on the assembly of polarity poles
containing the conserved Rho GTPase Cdc42p through a diffusion-mediated positive
feedback loop (Kozubowski et al. 2008; Goryachev and Pokhilko 2008). In order to
assess the role of this amplification in the singularity of polarization, a synthetic
system was generated in which an alternative actin-mediated feedback loop was
engineered by fusing the Cdc42p-binding scaffold Bem1p (that promotes actin cable
attachment via binding to Cdc42p) to the yeast exocytic v-SNARE Snc2p (that allows
traffic on secretory vesicles and slow diffusion at the plasma membrane) (Howell et
al. 2009). This system sustained polarization, although an increase in the occurrence
of cells with two buds was observed. Modeling these observations led to the
demonstration that slower competition between polarity foci in rewired cells was
responsible for this abnormal phenotype and established that singularity in bud
formation lies in the fast kinetics of this competition set by the diffusion-mediated
amplification loop (Howell et al. 2009). These studies highlight how the combination
of in vivo synthetic systems with mathematical modeling represents a powerful
pipeline for deciphering normal cellular processes. In addition, the host of genetic
tools available in yeast is particularly adapted for assessing complex essential
functions: it is possible to construct inducible switches between endogenous and
artificial pathways, an important feature when the functionality of a synthetic circuit
cannot be predicted.

Second, while traditional top-down approaches have allowed us to describe the
complexity of regulatory networks, the rationale for evolving a given circuit topology
cannot be easily investigated using these strategies. Again, synthetic biology
provides ways to answer these novel questions through assessing the costs/benefits
of alternative architectures that may appear to efficiently recapitulate natural
functions. For instance, this logic was applied in prokaryotes, where switching the
topology of the feedback loop regulating the competence phase in Bacillus subtilis
(from inhibition of an activator to activation of an inhibitor) resulted in reduction of the
noise inherent to the endogenous system (Cağatay et al. 2009). However, this
increased precision was accompanied by a reduction in the efficiency of DNA uptake
for a wide range of DNA concentrations, which can be detrimental for adaptation in

changing growing conditions (Cağatay et al. 2009). In yeast cells, while synthetic
pathways recapitulating endogenous functions with alternative topologies are being
generated (Takahashi and Pryciak 2008; Coudreuse and Nurse 2010; Tao, Calvert
and Balasubramanian 2014), we are only in the initial stages of exploiting this
approach. Assessing the long-term effects (e.g. genome stability, fitness) of
artificially simplifying cellular machineries is therefore a promising avenue of
research, and it is poised to bring novel insights into determinant factors of the
evolution of eukaryotic circuits as we know them. In addition, the variety of yeast
species that have been sequenced and genetically characterized will make it
possible to compare the response of different cells to similar synthetic circuits,
probing the robustness and plasticity of different yeasts. Finally, synthetic networks
fulfilling essential functions represent unique tools for investigating the evolvability of
regulatory pathways as a function of their topologies. In this context, the use of
experimental evolution with engineered yeast strains will be key for learning more
about evolutionary principles.

From proof-of-concept circuits to novel programs and functions

A number of pioneering studies in the early days of synthetic biology were
conducted in bacteria and aimed at generating artificial circuits in vivo that did not
carry any biological function (Sprinzak and Elowitz 2005). The goal was to put in a
cellular context simple synthetic networks in order to describe and understand their
operation and properties at a theoretical level. A well-known example of this is the
investigation of synthetic oscillators, which provided a novel view of this common
natural behavior (Elowitz and Leibler 2000; Stricker et al. 2008). In contrast with the
different aspects of synthetic biology described above, implementing ”functionless”
autonomous systems requires minimizing their interactions with the biology of the
host cell. This is clearly one of the areas that benefits the most from the use of
mathematical models and their capacity to predict network behavior. Importantly, this
approach can reveal conserved design principles in genetic networks, such as the
essential inputs or appropriate dynamic properties for increased robustness
(Mukherji and van Oudenaarden 2009).

In eukaryotes, the engineering of genetic modules that have no biological
function has not reached the sophistication of studies in prokaryotes, despite their
recognized potential to identify the core features underlying cellular functions.
However, the exponential development of new tools and synthetic bricks for building
artificial systems, in particular in yeast, should provide the required versatility and
flexibility. An interesting example from the budding yeast involves the rational design
of a synthetic memory circuit that can trigger a switch between two stable states
following a transient stimulation and subsequently maintain the activated state
throughout several generations (Ajo-Franklin et al. 2007). This system consists of
two simple components: 1) a transcriptional activator module, whose expression is
induced in response to galactose, and 2) a reporter module, whose expression
depends on the binding of the first module to its promoter. The reporter integrates an
autofeedback loop, as it binds to the same regulatory elements as the activator and
is fused to a transactivation domain, thereby promoting its own expression. Modeling
of this system coupled to single-cell microscopy demonstrated that this simple
network can only produce robust memory when a number of quantitative parameters
are met, including the relative rates of production and decay of the activator and
reporter as well as the cellular growth rate (Ajo-Franklin et al. 2007). For instance,
memory in fast growing conditions required an increase in the strength of the
autofeedback. While this purely synthetic system is unlikely to reflect the generation
of complex memory in molecular pathways, it provides a minimal motif and a set of
quantitative parameters that may help identify cellular functions with memory, such
as cell fate decisions.

In yeast cells, a stronger focus has been placed on methods for reprogramming
cellular physiology and on the generation of completely novel functions. For
instance, the possibility to rationally redesign the expression landscape of the yeast
genome by imposing synthetic transcriptional programs at various scales is an
unprecedented approach for investigating the relationship between cellular behaviors
(e.g. metabolic responses, control of cell fate, stress responses) and complex
patterns of gene expression. With this in mind, synthetic long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) were constructed as powerful scaffolding platforms to specifically reprogram
gene expression (Zalatan et al. 2015). This was achieved through extending the
CRISPR single-guide RNA, which provides locus specificity, with additional motifs

allowing the recruitment of RNA-binding proteins fused to either transcriptional
activators or repressors. Thus, each lnc-RNA carries information for both the target
gene and the pre-defined type of regulation. In principle, in the presence of dCas9, a
given transcriptional program can therefore be imposed by simply expressing the
associated set of scaffolding lnc-RNAs together with the required engineered RNAbinding transcriptional regulators (Zalatan et al. 2015). Additionally, the relative
expressions of the targeted genes could theoretically be finely modulated through
the use of a broad range of transcription factors with different strengths and RNAbinding specificities. This methodology can clearly be applied to the qualitative and
quantitative probing of the minimal expression program that is essential for any given
cellular phenotype.

Besides reprogramming cells, which can be seen as a variation on the theme of
modulating their endogenous expression patterns, the implementation of novel
functions has gained significant interest in the life sciences. With potential
applications in biotechnology, diagnostics and fundamental research, this approach
represents an important aspect of the evolution of synthetic biology in yeast. Many
studies have described novel artificial functions and behaviors in yeast cells, which
often take advantage of heterologous molecular pathways (e.g. Shou, Ram and Vilar
2007; Win and Smolke 2008; Regot et al. 2011; Youk and Lim 2014; Khakhar et al.
2015). One example is the construction of a cell-to-cell communication system in S.
cerevisiae (Khakhar et al. 2015). A sender strain was engineered to secrete the plant
hormone auxin by integration of a large part of the indole-3-acetamide (IAM)
pathway from A. tumefaciens: this allows conversion of IAM (added to the culture
medium) into auxin (Zhao 2010). The receiving strain was obtained by co-expressing
a CRISPR guide RNA specific to a GFP reporter together with a fusion protein
consisting of dCas9, an auxin-sensitive degron domain from Arabidopsis (Havens et
al. 2012) and a transcriptional activator. In the absence of sender cells, GFP was
expressed in the receiving cells. However, in a co-culture of both strains, the
receiving cells were sensitive to the presence of auxin secreted by the sender cells,
leading to degradation of the fusion protein and reduced expression of the GFP
reporter (Khakhar et al. 2015). The exploration of the possibilities of this system is
very appealing: its derivation will allow the rational study of population dynamics
when mixing different groups of cells that, for instance, respond differently to external

cues while communicating with each other. Interestingly, as this synthetic
mechanism shares some molecular elements with the transcription reprogramming
approach presented above, their coupling could represent a unique and powerful
way of investigating highly complex population behaviors. This again highlights that
synthetic biology in simple organisms such as yeast is poised to make important
contributions and appears to be only limited by the imagination of researchers.
Finally, using yeast as a test model for more applied biomedical research is a
strategy that parallels and benefits from the development of synthetic biology. While
it does not fall into a generic synthetic approach per se, it relies on the same tools.
Yeast have been integrated in diagnostic tests (Ishioka et al. 1993) and served as
screening platforms for the identification of pharmacological compounds in the field
of chemobiology (Bach et al. 2003; Couplan et al. 2011; St Onge et al. 2012). In
addition, the investigation of factors involved in human diseases has benefited from
understanding the phenotypes associated with their heterologous expression in
yeast (Outeiro and Lindquist 2003; Willingham et al. 2003). Therefore, engineering
yeast cells beyond their natural functions is a logic that applies to a wide range of
research areas.

Perspectives: external control of circuit behavior

So far, I have discussed engineering artificial systems in yeast cells, focusing
mostly on the assembly of genetic circuits that can function autonomously,
regardless of whether they sustain any biological function. However, one of the very
promising future developments of the bottom-up approaches relies on the external
control of endogenous pathways both quantitatively and dynamically: in other words,
a synthetic network behavior rather than a synthetic molecular circuit. This aims at
artificially imposing the dynamics, spatial organization and strength of an intracellular
transduction signal and analyzing the response of single and populations of cells to
these novel parameters. This way, instead of correlating a phenotype with an
observed regulation in time and space, a more direct cause-consequence
relationship can be revealed. For instance, cell cycle progression in fission yeast was
externally driven using chemical genetics, in which a non-oscillating minimal
synthetic CDK module was made sensitive to a small molecule inhibitor (Coudreuse

and Nurse 2010). Imposing the timing of the switches in CDK activity by exposing
these cells to varying concentrations of the inhibitor allowed for dictating the timing of
S and M phase onsets, thereby validating the proposed quantitative model of cell
cycle control (Fisher and Nurse 1996; Stern and Nurse 1996; Coudreuse and Nurse
2010). Strikingly, this example also highlights the fact that externally modulating the
behavior of a process may often rely on the molecular rewiring of the associated
regulatory pathway.

The idea of externally imposing how a mechanism operates in various yeast
species is facilitated by the development of new technologies. A key driver is the
dramatic improvement in DNA sequencing, making the analysis of whole genomes a
routine experiment and providing the basis for the design of the controllable
modules. Moreover, this approach also strongly benefits from advances in chemical
genetics, as well as from recent developments in optogenetics and microfluidics.
Again, the robustness and ease of manipulation of yeast cells is an important
advantage for the application of these strategies, which will bring the resolution at
which we modulate network behavior to the next level. Optogenetics, for instance,
provides an unrivaled way to reversibly regulate the subcellular localization of a
protein of interest. The integration of a light-responsive dimerization system from
plants into S. cerevisiae allows very fast switching between binding and dissociation
of the PhyB and PIF domains by simply exposing cells to 650 nm (binding) or 750
nm (dissociation) light pulses (Yang et al. 2013). This can be used to assess the
relevance and function of dynamic changes in the compartmentalization of critical
regulatory factors. While these alterations have been observed in a number of
processes, their impact often remains unknown and cannot truly be tested through
permanently anchoring the proteins outside of their normal domains. In parallel,
microfluidic technologies have emerged in the last decade as unique tools for the
analysis of single cells and populations, especially when coupled to microscopy
(Velve-Casquillas et al. 2010; Sackmann, Fulton and Beebe 2014). They offer an
unprecedented degree of dynamic modulation of the extracellular environment while
allowing the simultaneous analysis of distinct strains or conditions. The use of
microvolumes in microfluidic devices is also particularly suited for applying rapid
changes in growth conditions or in the concentration of chemical compounds,
making it possible to assess highly dynamic and rapid cellular events. In addition,

microsystems can be used for an ever growing list of approaches, from analyzing the
cellular response to concentration gradients to physically perturbing individual cells
to spatially separating single or groups of cells (Park et al. 2006; Paliwal et al. 2007;
Terenna et al. 2008; Fehrmann et al. 2013). Regardless of the precise question and
read-out of the experiment, it is now possible with these technologies to monitor in
real time the consequences of imposing a synthetic behavior on a cellular function.
The strength of synthetic biology in yeast relies on the combination of all of these
methods, which can be difficult to achieve with the same complexity in higher
eukaryotes.

Concluding remarks

Synthetic biology has its roots in conventional genetic engineering, but with the
logic of building and studying systems that can fundamentally differ from their
endogenous counterparts or that show no or novel functionalities. The notion of a
bottom-up approach is not new, but this strategy has taken time to fully develop in
eukaryotic models, mostly as a result of the need for an adapted toolbox.
Revolutionary or not, it represents a complementary method to top-down strategies,
providing alternative views on cellular functions and allowing for the investigation of
questions that remained difficult to tackle. Synthetic biology emerged from the
convergence of biology and engineering, but strongly relies on amenable chassis. In
eukaryotes, yeasts in all their diversity currently have no equal.
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Figure 1.Illustration of the different aspects of synthetic biology in yeast, as
discussed in this review. A. Genome engineering. B. Hijacking molecular pathways.
C. Recapitulating cellular functions. D. From proof-of-concept circuits to novel
programs and functions. E. External control of circuit behavior.
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Synthetic biology has made a remarkable entry into the life sciences, playing
an important role in our understanding of biological processes. From
engineering novel genomes to transforming cells into chemical factories,
yeasts represent ideal chassis for the application and future development of
this bottom-up strategy in eukaryotes.

